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Abstract. This paper presents a review of recent progress
in nonlinear kinetic Alfve´n wave (KAW hereafter). We start
with the two-fluid theory of KAWs and show how the dif-
ference between the motions of electrons and ions in small-
scale fields of KAWs modifies the Alfve´n wave properties.
Then, we focus on nonlinear solitary structures of KAWs. A
general criterion of the existence for solitary KAW (SKAW
hereafter) and its exact analytical solution in a low-β plasma
(β<me/mi) are presented, where the electron drift velocity
along the background magnetic field is larger than the ther-
mal speed within a SKAW, and hence can excite, for instance,
ion acoustic turbulence as showed by in situ observations of
satellites in space plasmas. In consequence, the turbulence
results in kinetic dissipation of the SKAW and dynamical
evolution in its structure. We further discuss the structure of
the dissipated SKAW (DSKAW hereafter) that evolves from
the SKAW due to the dissipation. The result shows that the
DSKAW has a local shock-like structure in its density profile
and a net electric potential drop over the shock-like structure.
In particular, the electric potential drop of the DSKAW can
be expected to accelerate electrons efficiently to the order of
the local Alfve´n speed. The application of the DSKAW ac-
celeration mechanism to the auroral electron acceleration is
also discussed. Finally, a few perspectives of KAW studies
in future are presented.
1 Introduction
It is well-known that the mechanical effects of a magnetic
field B0 in a conducting fluid are equivalent to an isotropic
magnetic pressure PB=B20/2µ0, combined with a magnetic
tension TB=B20/µ0 along the magnetic field lines. Analogy
with the theory of stretched strings suggests that this tension
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may lead to a transverse wave propagating along the field
lines, with the Alfve´n velocity given by
vA=
√
TB/ρ=B0/√µ0ρ (1)
and with the dispersion relation(ω
k
)2=v2A cos2 θ, (2)
where ρ is the mass density of the fluid. This transverse wave
was first predicted to exist by Hannes Alfve´n (1942), and was
first experimentally studied in the laboratory by Lundquist
(1949). Now, we call it the Alfve´n wave, or the shear Alfve´n
wave for the sake of distinguishing from the compressional
Alfve´n wave driven by the magnetic pressure and discov-
ered by Herlofson (1950). The most striking property of the
shear Alfve´n wave is that it propagates in one direction only
(i.e. along the background magnetic field lines), and there-
fore suffers no geometric attenuation with distance. The fact
that the shear Alfve´n wave does not propagate across steady
magnetic field lines has important implications for energy
transporting and transferring in cosmic plasma fluids.
No surprising, our knowledge of the Alfve´n wave has ex-
panded enormously in the intervening a half century period.
Maybe, of the many types of waves that exist in plasmas, the
Alfve´n wave is probably the best studied. The main develop-
ment of the theory of the Alfve´n wave has been focused on
two aspects, the one is various modified effects of the ideal
Alfve´n wave due to plasma processes which lead to the MHD
approach of plasmas to be invalid and the Alfve´n wave to
become dispersive one. The other one is various nonlinear
processes and structures relevant to the Alfve´n wave.
Kinetic Alfve´n wave (KAW hereafter) is the shear Alfve´n
wave modified by the short wavelength effects, and it can be
created when an obliquely propagating shear Alfve´n wave
is affected by the electron temperature (kρs∼1 for α>1)
and inertia (kλe∼1 for α<1) such that a non-zero paral-
lel electric field arises within the wave itself due to the lo-
cal charge separation (Stefant, 1970; Hasegawa, 1976; Go-
ertz and Boswell, 1979), where k=2pi/λ is the wavenumber,
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α=vTe/vA is the thermal speed of electrons vTe to the Alfve´n
speed vA, ρs=√QvTe/ωci is the ion acoustic gyroradius,
λe=√QvA/ωci is the electron inertial length, Q=me/mi
is the mass ratio of electron to ion, and ωci and ni are the
ion gyrofrequency and density, respectively. The dispersion
relation and polarization of the perturbed electric fields for
KAWs can be expressed as follows (Streltsov and Lotko,
1995; Lysak and Lotko, 1996):
ω2=1+k
2⊥ρ2s
1+k2⊥λ2e
ω2A, (3)
and
E‖
E⊥
=
(
λ2e−ρ2s
)
k⊥k‖
1+λ2ek2⊥
, (4)
respectively, where the subscripts “‖” and “⊥” both are to
the background magnetic field, and
ωA=vAk‖=vAk cos θ (5)
is the local Alfve´n frequency, and θ is the propagating angle
of the wave. It is because its parallel perturbed electric field
component E‖ can play an important role in accelerating and
heating plasma particles that KAW has been a very interest-
ing topic for discussion extensively in the fields of laboratory,
space, and astrophysical plasmas since the pioneering theo-
retical work of Hasegawa and Chen (1975).
The dispersion of KAWs, combined with the nonlinear
steepening, may lead to the formation of solitary waves
called the solitary KAW (SKAW hereafter). Hasegawa and
Mima (1976) first studied the existence of SKAWs for the
case of 1βQ, where
β ≡ nT
B20/2µ0
(6)
is the pressure ratio of the thermal to magnetic. They found
that the dynamical behaviour of SKAWs can be controlled
by a nonlinear equation called the Sagdeev equation in the
following form
1
2
(
dn
dη
)2
+K(n)=0, (7)
where n is the local plasma density, η is coordinates along the
direction of wave propagation in the traveling wave frame,
and K(n) is the so-called Sagdeev potential. This Sagdeev
equation of SKAWs is analogous to the motion equation of
a classical particle in the Sagdeev potential well K(n), and
a SKAW’s solution corresponds to a bound state of the par-
ticle motion. The results show that the SKAW has a den-
sity soliton with a hump and a perturbed electric field with
a kink due to the appearance of a nonzero parallel electric
field E‖. The correction effect of a finite β was considered
by Yu and Shukla (1978). A similar case, but for βQ1,
was investigated by Shukla et al. (1982). They also showed
the existence of SKAWs, but accompanied by a dip density
soliton. The correction effect of ion inertial motion along the
magnetic field lines was later discussed by Kalita and Kalita
(1986). For both above cases, three-dimensional stabilities
of SKAWs were studied by Das et al. (1989) and Ghosh and
Das (1994), respectively.
In recent decade, some great progresses of SKAWs have
been made in both theory and observation motivated by
satellite in situ measurements in space plasmas. Some re-
cent studies of observations by space satellites (e.g. FREJA
and FAST) showed that the physical nature of strong elec-
tric spikes in the auroral ionosphere and magnetosphere,
which are characterized by the perturbed electric and mag-
netic fields of 1E∼ hundreds of mV and 1B∼ tens of nT,
the spatial scale of 1x∼ hundreds of m, and the time dura-
tion of 1t∼ tens of ms, can be explained in terms of SKAW
because (1) the ratio of the perturbed transversal electric to
magnetic fields 1E/1B∼ vA; (2) the perpendicular scale
size λ⊥∼ several λe; and (3) they are frequently accompa-
nied by strong density fluctuations (1n/n∼50%) (Louarn
et al., 1994; Volwerk et al., 1996; Wu et al., 1996a; Wu et
al., 1997; Huang et al., 1997; Chaston, et al., 1999). Ow-
ing to these observations motivating, some new processes in
theoretical studies of SKAWs have also been made by many
authors. Wu et al. (1995) first derived an exactly analytical
solution of SKAWs with an arbitrary amplitude in a low-β
plasma with β/2Q. Taking the cold ion approximation of
TiTe, Wu et al. (1996b) extended the works of Hasegawa
and Mima (1976) (for α1) and Shukla et al. (1982) (for
α1) to more general ranges for the parameter α and took
account of both the electron temperature and inertia terms si-
multaneously. They obtained a generalized Sagdeev equation
and found a general criterion for the existence of SKAWs.
Wu and Wang (1996) also studied SKAWs on the ion acous-
tic velocity branch. In recent, the correction effect of finite
ion temperature was considered by Roychoudhury and Chat-
terjee (1998) and Wang et al. (1998). Cheng et al. (2000)
and Roychoudhury (2002) studied SKAWs in a dust plasma
and in a non-thermal plasma, respectively. The comparison
of SKAWs with the observations in detail has also been pre-
sented by some authors (Wu et al., 1996a, b, 1997; Seyler et
al., 1998; Seyler and Wu, 2001).
Some further analyses of data, however, revealed clearly
that electron collisional dissipation could considerably affect
the structure and evolution of SKAWs. For example, on the
basis of the analysis for a large number SKAW events ob-
served by FREJA, Wahlund et al. (1994a) found that these
events could be classified as three different observational
phases, which were possibly responsible for three different
stages in the dynamical evolution of SKAWs due to the dis-
sipative effect that is caused by the collision of electrons and
turbulent ion acoustic waves with the effective collisional fre-
quency νeff=ωpe (WT /n0Te) (Hasegawa, 1975), where ωpe
is the electron plasma frequency, WT is the energy density
of the turbulent ion acoustic waves, and n0 and Te are the
background electron density and temperature, respectively.
In a most recent work, Wu (2003a, b) generalized the equa-
tion set governing the dynamics of SKAWs to include dis-
sipative effects due to the electron collision, and presented
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a new model of nonlinear KAWs, called dissipated SKAW
(DSKAW hereafter). The results showed that the DSKAW
could produce a local shock-like structure in its density pro-
file and a net parallel electric potential drop over the shock-
like structure. In particular, it was demonstrated that the elec-
tric potential drop of the DSKAW could accelerate electrons
efficiently to orders of the local Alfve´n speed. This suggests
that DSKAWs can provide an efficient acceleration mech-
anism for energetic electrons, which can frequently be en-
countered in various space and cosmic plasma environments.
The application of the DSKAW acceleration mechanism in
the auroral electron acceleration has been proposed by Wu
and Chao (2003, 2004).
Stasiewicz et al. (2000a) presented a comprehensive re-
view of KAWs in the auroral plasma, including their iden-
tification in satellite in situ observations and their relation-
ship with the auroral plasma dynamics. In this paper, we
review recent progress in theoretical study of KAWs, espe-
cially in their nonlinear coherent structures. After introduc-
ing the two-fluid theory of KAWs and their basic features in
Sect. 2, we focus on their nonlinear solitary structures. A
general criterion for the existence of SKAWs and an exact
analytical solution of SKAWs are presented in Sect. 3. The
kinetic dissipation of SKAWs due to the ion-acoustic turbu-
lence, the physics of DSKAWs that evolve from SKAWs due
to the dissipation and their role in the electron acceleration
are reviewed in Sect. 4. Then the application of the DSKAW
acceleration mechanism in the auroral electron acceleration
is discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 devotes to a short
perspective of KAWs.
2 Two-fluid theory of KAW
In a plasma magnetized by a homogeneous background mag-
netic field B0 along the z direction, the complete two-fluid
equation set can be written as follows:
(∂t+ve · ∇)ne+ne∇ · ve=0, (8)
(∂t+vi · ∇)ni+ni∇ · vi=0, (9)
(∂t+ve·∇)ve=−ωceve×ez− e
me
(E+ve×B)− 1
mene
∇pe, (10)
(∂t+vi · ∇)vi=ωcivi×ez+ e
mi
(E+vi×B)− 1
mini
∇pi, (11)
∇×E=−∂tB, (12)
∇×B=µ0e(nivi−neve)+0µ0∂tE, (13)
(∂t+ve · ∇)(pen−γee )=0, (14)
(∂t+vi · ∇)(pin−γii )=0, (15)
where e, µ0, and 0 are the elementary charge, the permittiv-
ity, and the permeability in the free space, respectively, me(i),
ne(i), ωce(i), ve(i), and pe(i) are the electron (ion) mass, den-
sity, gyrofrequency, velocity, and thermal pressure, respec-
tively, ez is the unit of vector along the z axis, E and B are the
perturbed electric and magnetic fields, respectively, ∂t is the
partial derivative with respect to time t , ∇ is the 3-dimension
spatial gradient operator, and γe(i) is the polyindex of the
electron (ion) state equation.
For one dimensional plane wave with the wave vector
(kx, 0, kz) and the frequency ω in which all perturbed physi-
cal quantities vary in the following form:
δf ∝ e−i(ωt−kxx−kzz), (16)
after linearizing Eqs. (8)–(15) one can obtain a general dis-
persion equation as follows (Wu, 2003c):
3xx3yy3zz+3xx32yz+
3zz3
2
xy−3yy32xz+23xy3xz3yz=0, (17)
where
3xx=M
2
z−γiβi/2
1i
− 1
M2z
+QQM
2
z−γeβe/2
1e
+G, (18)
3xy=−3yx= i
δω
(
M2z−γiβi/2
1i
−QM
2
z−γeβe/2
1e
)
, (19)
3xz=3zx=
(
1
M2z
+γiβi/2
1i
+Qγeβe/2
1e
)
tan θ, (20)
3yy=− δk
2
δω2
+δω
2− (γiβi/2) δk2
1iδk
2‖
+
Q
Qδω2− (γeβe/2) δk2
1eδk
2‖
+G, (21)
3yz=−3zy=− i
δω
(
γiβi/2
1i
−γeβe/2
1e
)
tan θ, (22)
3zz=− tan
2 θ
M2z
−1−
[
δω2− (γiβi/2) δk2⊥
]
1iδk
2‖
−
1−Q [Qδω2− (γeβe/2) δk2⊥]
1eδk
2‖
+G, (23)
where δω=ω/ωci , δk=λik=2piλi/λ, δk⊥=δkx=δk sin θ ,
δk‖=δkz=δk cos θ , G=v2A/c2, and c is the light speed.
In the above expressions, i is the unit imaginary number,
Mz=ω/(k‖vA)=ω/ωA is the parallel phase speed in vA, βe(i)
is the ratio of the electron (ion) thermal to magnetic pres-
sures, θ is the angle between the wave vector k and the back-
ground magnetic field B0 (i.e. the z axes), and 1i and 1e are,
respectively,
1i=M2z−
γiβi
2
−M2z
(
δω2−γiβi
2
δk2
)
(24)
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and
1e=QM2z−
γeβe
2
−Q2M2z
(
Qδω2−γeβe
2
δk2
)
. (25)
For Alfve´nic waves with frequency ω∼ωA, one has
Mz=ω/ωA∼1. In the long wavelength limit of λ/λi1,
hence δk2=4pi2λ2i /λ21 and δω2=M2z δk2 cos2 θ1, the
first two terms on the left hand side of the dispersion equa-
tion (17), which are proportional to the factor 1/δω21, are
much larger than the other three terms. Therefore the result-
ing dispersion equation can be simplified as
3xx
(
3yy3zz+32yz
)
=0. (26)
Neglecting the small quantities of Q and G, as approximated
usually in the ideal MHD model, the first factor of Eq. (26),
3xx=0, gives the dispersion relation for the shear Alfve´n
wave ω=vAk‖=ωA, and the second factor, 3yy3zz+32yz=0,
gives the dispersion relations for the other two ideal MHD
modes (i.e. the fast and slow magnetosonic waves)
M2v2A≡ω2/k2= (1/2)
(
v2A+v2s
)
(
1±
√
1−4v2Av2s cos2 θ/
(
v2A+v2s
)2)
,
where vs=√(γiβi+γeβe) /2vA is the sound speed, and
M=ω/ (kvA) is the phase speed of the waves in vA.
When the wavelength becomes so short to approach the
electron inertial length λe, or the effective ion gyroradius
(1+γiTi/γeTe) ρs , one has
δk2= 1
Q
λ2ek
2∼ 1
Q
1, (27)
or
δk2= 2
βe(i)
ρ2s(i)k
2∼ 2
βe(i)
1 (28)
for the cases in a low-β plasma. Meanwhile, one also has
1
cos2 θ
=M
2
z
δω2
δk2=
(
ωci
ωA
)2
δk2>δk21. (29)
This implies that the short wavelength (λ<λi) and low fre-
quency (ω<ωci) Alfve´nic waves can propagate only at the
direction quasi-perpendicular to the background magnetic
field. For the short wavelength case of δk21, the magni-
tude comparison in the dispersion equation (17) shows that
the first and fourth terms with the order of δk4 are much
larger than the other three terms. Therefore the dispersion
equation can be simplified as
3yy
(
3xx3zz−32xz
)
=0 H⇒ 3xx3zz−32xz=0. (30)
To reserve only the terms of the δk4 order, it leads to the
dispersion equation as follows:(
1
1−δω2+ (γiβi/2) δk2−
1
M2z
)
(
tan2 θ
M2z
+ M
2
z
QM2z−γeβe/2
1
δω2
)
+ tan
2 θ
M4z
=0. (31)
The corresponding dispersion relation is (Wu, 2003c):
M2z=
1+ (γiβi/2) δk2+
(
γeβ
2
e /2
)
δk2⊥
1+Qδk2⊥+δk2‖
, (32)
to restore the dimension, that is,
ω2=1+ρ
2
s k
2⊥+ρ2i k2⊥
1+λ2ek2⊥+λ2i k2‖
ω2A, (33)
where the polyindex γe(i)=1 has been used, the small quan-
tity ρ2i k
2‖ has been neglected, and k⊥=k sin θ and k‖=k cos θ
are the perpendicular and parallel wave numbers, respec-
tively.
In the KAW dispersion relation of Eq. (33), the terms
ρ2s(i)k
2⊥ in the numerator and λ2ek2⊥ (λ2i k2‖) in the denomina-
tor represent the effect modified by the electron (ion) tem-
perature and inertia on the shear Alfve´n wave, respectively.
Neglecting the ion contributions of them one obtains the dis-
persion relation of KAWs in Eq. (3). When neglecting further
the electron contributions the dispersion relation of the ideal
shear Alfve´n wave ω=ωA can be recovered as expected.
There are a few points to be worth noticing in the disper-
sion equation (30). The one is that the dispersive modifica-
tion of KAWs can be attributed to the coupling of the shear
Alfve´n wave with electrostatic fluctuations, which are caused
by the local charge separation when electrons and ions mov-
ing in small-scale wave fields. The second is that the low β
condition of β1 is one of necessary conditions to obtain
the KAW dispersion relation of Eq. (33) (or Eq. 3). In fact,
in a high β plasma of βi(e)∼1 the ion (or ion-acoustic) gyro-
radius, ρi(s) is comparable to the ion inertial length λi , and
therefore the term 3xx32yz in the general dispersion equa-
tion (17), which causes the magnetosonic waves (i.e. the
compressive Alfve´n waves), can no longer be neglected, and
the result is the coupling of KAW with the magnetosonic
waves. The third is that KAW is a quasi-perpendicular prop-
agating mode such that its phase speed vp=ω/k'vp⊥vA,
although the parallel phase speed vp‖∼vA. This implies that
KAWs appear to be almost nonpropagation in comparison
with the local Alfve´n speed and the result can just explain
why the observed ratio of the wavelength (∼ hundreds of m)
to the period (∼ tens of ms) of KAWs is always much less
than the local Alfve´n speed (Louarn et al., 1994; Volwerk et
al., 1996; Chaston et al., 1999).
The most important property of KAWs is that their per-
turbed electric filed has a non-zero parallel component Ez.
The polarization of KAWs can be described in the following
forms
Ez
Ex
=−3xx
3xz
=
(
x2+α2Ti/Te
)−α2 (x2+α2I−1)(
x2+α2Ti/Te
) (
x2+1)−α2 (α2I−1) cot θ (34)
and
Ex
By
= ω3xz
kx3xx+kz3xz=(
x2+α2Ti/Te
) (
x2+1)−α2 (α2I−1)
x2
(
x2+α2+α2Ti/Te
) MzvA, (35)
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where x=1/ (λek⊥)=λ⊥/ (2piλe) is the perpendicular wave-
length in units of 2piλe, and the dimensionless parameter αI
is given by
αI=
√
1+Q−1 cot2 θ. (36)
Neglecting the effects of the ion inertia (i.e. αI=1) and
temperature (i.e. Ti/Te=0), Eqs. (34) and (35) lead to
Ez
Ex
=1−α
2
1+x2 cot θ (37)
and
Ex
By
= x
2+1
x2+α2MzvA=
1
Mz
vA, (38)
respectively. For a low-β (α<1) plasma with warm ions
(Ti/Te>1) that is the case of the auroral plasma, Eqs. (34)
and (35) give (Stasiewicz et al., 2000b)
Ez
Ex
= 1
1+x2 cot θ=
k‖k⊥λ2e
1+k2⊥λ2e
(39)
and
Ex
By
=x
2+1
x2
MzvA=
√(
1+k2⊥λ2e
) (
1+k2⊥ρ2i
)
vA, (40)
respectively, where the dimension has been restored in the
last expressions.
3 SKAW: general criterion for existence and analytical
solution
3.1 Sagdeev equation for SKAW
The dispersion of KAWs, combined with the nonlinear steep-
ening, may lead to the formation of SKAWs. In the low fre-
quency approximation of ωωci , the two-fluid equation set
of Eqs. (8)–(15) can be greatly simplified through decoupling
of the drift motion perpendicular to B0 from the free motion
parallel to B0:
∂tne+∂z (nevez)+∇⊥ · (neve⊥)=0, (41)
∂tni+∂z (niviz)+∇⊥ · (nivi⊥)=0, (42)
(∂t+ve · ∇) vez=− e
me
Ez−v2Te∂z ln ne, (43)
(∂t+vi · ∇) viz= e
mi
Ez−v2Ti∂z ln ni, (44)
vi⊥'E×ez
B0
+ ∂tE⊥
ωciB0
(45)
ve⊥'E×ez
B0
(46)
∇×E=−∂tB⊥, (47)
∇×B⊥'µ0e (nivi⊥−nevez) , (48)
ni'ne=n, (49)
where the subscript “⊥” represents the vector perpendicular
to the background magnetic field B0. In the above equation
set of Eqs. (41)–(49), the constant temperature assumption of
γi(e)=1 has been used for the state equations (14) and (15),
and Eq. (49) represents the charge neutrality condition which
is valid when vAc.
For one-dimensional plane wave propagating at the direc-
tion of (kx , 0, kz), we look for steady nonlinear structures of
the wave in the traveling-wave frame with co-moving coor-
dinates
η=kxx+kzz−ωt. (50)
The above two-fluid equation set of Eqs. (41)–(49), then, can
be rewritten as follows:
dη
[
n (kzvez−M)
]=0, (51)
dη
[
n
(
kzviz−kxMdηEx−M
)]=0, (52)
(kzvez−M)dηvez=−
(
Ez+α2kzdη ln n
)
, (53)(
kzviz−kxMdηExvix−M
)
dηviz=QEz, (54)
kxdη(kzEx−kxEz)=−Mnvez, (55)
where space x, y, z, time t , plasma number density ne(i),
velocity ve(i), and perturbed electric and magnetic fields E
and B⊥ are normalized by λe, λe/vA=√Q/ωci , n0, vA,√
QvAB0 and
√
QB0, respectively, M is the phase speed in
vA, n0 in the unperturbed density, and dη denotes the deriva-
tive with respect to η. In the derivation of the above equation
set of Eqs. (51)–(55), the cool ion assumption of TiTe and
the charge neutrality condition of ne=ni=n have been used.
Integrating Eqs. (51)–(55) by use of the localized
boundary conditions for solitary wave solutions: n=1,
vez=viz=dη=0 for |η|→∞, we can obtain the nonlinear
Sagdeev equation governing SKAWs as follows
1
2
(
dn
dη
)2
+K(n;Mz, kx)=0, (56)
where the Sagdeev potential K(n;Mz, kx) is given by (Wu
et al., 1996b)
K(n;Mz, kx)=− 1+Q
M2z k
2
x
n4
(1−αM−2z n2)2[
81+ α
M2z
82+Q α
M2z
(
83+ α
M2z
84
)]
(57)
with
81=(n−1)2(3M2z−1−2n−1)/6, (58)
82=−n(n−1)(M2z n+1)+(M2z+1)n2 ln n, (59)
83=−(n2−1)/2+(M2z+1)(n−1)n−M2z n2 ln n, (60)
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Fig. 1. Density distributions of DSKAWs (normalized to n0) with
θ=89◦, Mz=1.29, and γ=1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and 0.01, from the
top down. Dashed lines represent the density of SKAWs with the
same θ and Mz as DSKAWs but γ=0.
84=M2z n2(n2−1)/2−(1+M2z )(n−1)n2+n2 ln n, (61)
and Mz≡M/kz is the parallel phase speed in vA.
Neglecting the terms proportional to Q, namely 83
and 84, in Eq. (57), the Sagdeev potentials obtained by
Hasegawa and Mima (1976) and Shukla et al. (1982) can be
recovered from Eq. (57) in the limits of α1 and α1, re-
spectively.
3.2 General criterion for existence of SKAW
In consideration of analogy between the Sagdeev equa-
tion (56) and the motion equation of a classical “particle” in
the Sagdeev potential well K(n;Mz, kx) of Eq. (57), where
η and n represent “time” and “space”, respectively, SKAW
solution of Eq. (56) indicates that the “particle” reciprocates
between n=1 and n=nm but with an infinite period, where
nm is the maximum (or minimum) of the SKAW density pro-
file determined by the root of K(n;Mz, kx) nearest n=1
K(n;Mz, kx)|n=nm 6=1=0 H⇒ nm=nm(Mz, α). (62)
In consequence, the necessary conditions for the existence of
SKAW solutions of Eq. (56) are
(i) K(n)<0, for n between n=1 and n=nm,
(ii) dηn=0, at n=1 and n=nm,
(iii) d2ηn=0, at n=1, and (nm−1)d2ηn<0, at n=nm.
The condition (i) means that the “particle” moves in a
binding potential well. The condition (ii) implies that the
“motion velocity” dηn of the “particle” reaches zero at the
potential well boundaries of n=1 and n=nm (otherwise the
“particle” escapes from the boundaries). And the condition
(iii) connotes the “particle” is reflected back at the bound-
ary n=nm, that is, the “acceleration” (at n=nm) d2ηn|n=nm 6=0
and points at the other boundary at n=1, where the “accelera-
tion” d2ηn|n=1=0 (otherwise the “particle” reciprocates with
a finite period). The combination of these three conditions
gives the general criterion for the SKAW existence.
In the small amplitude limit of |N | ≤ |Nm|1, where
N=1−n and Nm=1−nm to be the density amplitude of
SKAWs, the Sagdeev potential K(n;Mz, kx) of Eq. (57) be-
comes, at the lowest order,
K(N;1M , kx)=− (1+Q) (1−Qα)3k2x (1−α)
(
3
2
1M−N
)
N2, (63)
where 1M=M2z−1. The density amplitude Nm can be ob-
tained from K(N;1M , kx)=0 as follows
Nm=31M/2. (64)
And the Sagdeev equation (56) may be written as:(
dN
dη
)2
= 4
D2
N2
(
1− N
Nm
)
, (65)
where
D=kx
√
6 (1−α) /Nm
(1+Q) (1−Qα). (66)
This is the standard form of the KdV equation in the
traveling-wave frame, which has a soliton solution
N=Nmsech2(η/D) (67)
with the characteristic width D.
3.3 Exact analytical solution of SKAW
For the case of α1, the Sagdeev equation (56) can be
rewritten as
1
2
(
dN
dη
)2
+K(N;Nm, kx)=0, (68)
where N=1−n and the amplitude Nm=1−nm is given by
Nm= M
2
z−1
M2z−1/3
H⇒ M2z=
1−Nm/3
1−Nm . (69)
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The Sagdeev potential may be simplified as (Wu et al., 1995)
K(N)=−R2(N)P (N), (70)
where
R(N)=
√
2
kxD
(1−N)N, (71)
and
P(N)=(1−N/Nm)(1−N), (72)
with
D=
√
6
1+Q
1−Nm/3
Nm
. (73)
In general, whenR(N) is a rational function ofN the solu-
tion of Eq. (68) may be expressed by an elliptic (elementary)
function if P(N) is a polynomial lower than the fifth (third)
power of N (see the appendix in Wu et al., 1995). Here,
P(N) is a polynomial with the second power of N . Hence,
the solution of Eq. (68) may be expressed by an elementary
function as follows (Wu et al., 1995)
η=± kxD(
Nm
1−Nm
√
1−N/Nm
1−N + ln
√
Nm
N
√
1−N/Nm+
√
1−N√
1−Nm
)
, (74)
or i.e.
N=Nm 1− tanh
2 Y
1−Nm tanh2 Y
, (75)
where
Y ≡ |η|
kxD
− Nm
1−Nm
√
1−N/Nm
1−N , (76)
and the boundary condition N=Nm at η=0 has been used
without loss of generality. This solution describes a dip den-
sity soliton with an amplitudeNm and a symmetrical center at
η=0. The profiles of density solitons for SKAWs are showed
by dashed lines in Figs. 1 and 2, and they have the character-
istic width of ∼10λe. Their perturbed electromagnetic fields
can be expressed as follows (Wu et al., 1995)
Ez=± (1+Q)D3
(
Nm
1−Nm
)2 (
1− tanh2 Y
)
tanhY cot θ, (77)
Ex=± (1+Q)D Nm
(1−Nm)2
(
1−Nm
3
tanh2 Y
)
tanhY, (78)
By=± (1+Q)D Nm1−Nm
√
1−Nm/3
1−Nm tanhY. (79)
Fig. 2. Density distributions of DSKAWs (normalized to n0) with
γ=0.1, θ=89◦, andMz= 1.91 (a), 1.29 (b), and 1.08 (c), where1n
is the density jump of DSKAWs. Dashed lines represent the density
of SKAWs with the same θ and Mz as DSKAWs but γ=0.
4 Kinetic dissipation of SKAW: DSKAW and electron
acceleration
4.1 Dissipative Sagdeev equation and DSKAW
The steady solution of SKAWs presented in the last section is
an ideal case without dissipation. In fact, electrons within a
SKAW have parallel drift velocities larger than their thermal
speed in a low-β plasma of β/2<Q such that the plasma tur-
bulence can easily be excited. In consequence, the turbulence
will probably cause the SKAW to be dissipated and to evolve
dynamically in the structure. Indeed, some further analy-
ses of the data has also clearly revealed that the observed
SKAWs are often correlated with ion acoustic turbulent ac-
tivities, and that the ion acoustic turbulence can cause their
kinetic dissipation and structure evolution. For example, on
the basis of analysis of a large number of SKAW events ob-
served by FREJA, Wahlund et al. (1994a) found that these
events could be classified into three observational phases.
The first is ordinary SKAWs, the second is SKAWs associ-
ated with a large amplitude broadband electrostatic compo-
nent in the ion acoustic wave mode, and the third is SKAWs
that have been transformed into electrostatic-like structures.
We propose that these three observational phases of
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SKAWs are responsible for three stages in the dynamical
evolution of SKAWs due to the ion acoustic turbulent dis-
sipation. In a recent work, Wu (2003a, b) generalized the
Sagdeev equation of SKAWs to include the dissipative ef-
fect. The “dissipative” Sagdeev equation results in that the
DSKAW, which evolves from the SKAW, has a local shock-
like density structure.
The effect of the kinetic dissipation caused by the plasma
turbulence can be described by the effective collision damp-
ing −νeffvez in the electron parallel momentum equa-
tion (43), that is,
(∂t+vez∂z) vez=− (e/me) Ez−νeffvez (80)
for the low-β case of βQ. And the effective collision
frequency νeff can be estimated by the formula (Hasegawa,
1975)
νeff= WT
n0Te
ωpe (81)
for the ion acoustic turbulence, where WT=0δE2T /2 is the
wave energy density of the ion acoustic turbulence and δET
the turbulent electric field strength in the ion acoustic mode.
To include this dissipative effect, the Sagdeev equation
of SKAW without dissipation is modified into the following
“dissipative” Sagdeev equation (Wu, 2003a)
dη
[
1
2
(
dη
2
n2
)2
+K(n)
]
=γ
(
dη
2
n2
)2
(82)
with the Sagdeev potential
K(n)=−3M
2
z−1
6k2xM2z
(
1−1
n
)2 (
1− 2
3M2z−1
1
n
)
, (83)
and the damping coefficient
γ ≡
√
Q
M
νeff
ωci
= WT
n0Te
kc
ω
=1
2
0δE2T
n0Te
kc
ω
. (84)
This “dissipative” Sagdeev equation describes the density
structure of DSKAWs. It can be found that when neglecting
the dissipative effect (i.e. γ=0) the integral of Eq. (82) gives
the well-known Sagdeev equation (68) for low-β SKAWs.
4.2 Shock-like structure of DSKAW
Similar with the Sagdeev equation, the “dissipative” Sagdeev
equation (82) also describes the motion of a classical “par-
ticle” in the “potential well” K(n), but in the present of the
damping with the coefficient γ , where “time” t=−η, “space”
x=2/n2, and hence “velocity” dtx=−dη
(
2/n2
)). The “par-
ticle” can conserve its energy when γ=0. But when γ>0,
the “resistance” −γ (dtx)2=−γ
[
dη
(
2/n2
)]2
will make the
“particle” lose gradually its “energy” and stay ultimately at
the bottom of the “potential well”K(n) at n=nd=M−2z when
t=−η→+∞.
Figure 1 illustrates the density behaviors of DSKAWs for
the damping coefficient γ=1.00, 0.50, 0.10, 0.05, 0.02, and
0.01 from the top down, where the parameters kx= sin 89◦
(i.e. the quasi-perpendicular propagating angle θ=89◦),
Mz=1.29 [i.e. the typical density amplitude Nm'0.5 for
low-β SKAWs (Wu et al., 1995)] have been used. In com-
parison with SKAWs, the dashed lines in Fig. 1 show the so-
lutions of SKAWs with the same parameters (Mz=1.29 and
kx= sin 89◦) as DSKAWs but γ=0. From Fig. 1, one can
find that the density of DSKAW behaves itself like an ordi-
nary “shock” with a density jump 1n'0.4 in the strong dis-
sipative regime of γ∼1. In the weakly dissipative regime
of γ1, however, the waveform of DSKAW appears to
be a train of oscillatory waves of decreasing amplitude in
the downstream of η<0 and converges upon an ultimate
downstream density nd'0.6 when η→−∞ and, as a re-
sult, a local shock-like structure with the same density jump
1n=1−nd'0.4 as that in the strong dissipative regime is
produced. It is worth mentioning that the ultimate density nd
is actually independent of special values of γ . In fact, the
magnitude of γ affects only the oscillating strength and the
converging speed in the manner that the lower γ leads to the
stronger oscillation and the slower convergence.
It is also worthy of note that Eq. (82) can recover newly
the exactly analytical solution of low-β SKAWs when γ=0
as expected (Wu et al., 1995). Similar to the case in the
ion acoustic shock and soliton (Infeld and Rowlands, 1990),
however, the solution of Eq. (82) can not continuously re-
cover SKAW from DSKAW when γ→0. This indicates that
SKAW is an ideal critical state without dissipation. Once
the dissipation occurs the dynamical system governed by
Eq. (82) jumps from the “soliton” structure of SKAW to the
“shock-like” structure of DSKAW.
For a typical plasma environment explored by FREJA, one
has n0∼103 cm−3, Te∼1 eV, and the ion acoustic fluctuation
field δET∼10 mV/m (Wahlund et al, 1994a, b), and hence
νeff∼ 1 Hz, which is around one tenth of the SKAW’s char-
acteristic frequency (10–20 Hz). In result, the damping co-
efficient can be estimated as γ∼0.1. Three panels of Fig. 2
show the density distributions of DSKAWs with the same
γ=0.1 and θ=89◦ but Mz=1.91, 1.29, and 1.08 for Figs. 2a,
2b, and 2c, respectively, where the dashed lines represent the
solutions of SKAWs with the same θ and Mz as those of
DSKAWs but γ=0. From Fig. 2 one can find that the density
amplitude of DSKAWs (i.e. the density jump over the shock-
like structure) 1n ('0.727, 0.4, and 0.143 for Figs. 2a, 2b,
and 2c, respectively) is always less than the amplitude of the
corresponding SKAWs Nm=
(
M2z−1
)
/
(
M2z−1/3
) ('0.8,
0.5, and 0.2 for Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c, respectively) (Wu et
al., 1995).
In fact, from Eqs. (82) and (83) the ultimate density of
DSKAWs nd when η→−∞ can be determined by the value
of n at the bottom of the “potential well” K(n), that is, nd ≡
n|η→−∞=1/M2z . In result, one has
1n≡1−nd=1−M−2z =
Nm−
(
M2z−1
) (
M2z+1/3
) (
M2z−1/3
)
, (85)
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Fig. 3. Distributions of the parallel electric field Ez of DSKAWs
(normalized to √QvAB0) with the same γ , θ and Mz as Fig. 2.
Dashed lines represent the parallel electric field of SKAWs with the
same θ and Mz as DSKAWs but γ=0.
which is always less than Nm because the parallel phase
speed of low-β DSKAWs Mz>1 (Wu et al., 1995). In ad-
dition, from Fig. 2 it is also found that the higher Mz leads
to the stronger oscillation, the slower convergence, and the
larger jump.
4.3 Electron acceleration by DSKAW
The most attractive property of DSKAW is that it can acceler-
ate electrons efficiently to the order of the local Alfve´n speed
along the background magnetic field. The distribution of the
parallel velocity of electrons in DSKAW can be obtained by
integrating the electron continuity equation (51) as follows
vez=−Mz
(
n−1−1
)
vA. (86)
In the ultimate downstream of DSKAWs, from Eq. (85) the
electrons have an escaping velocity along the magnetic field
ved to be
ved ≡ vez|n=nd=−
(
M2z−1
)
MzvA=−1n (1−1n)−3/2 vA. (87)
On the other hand, the parallel electric field in the ultimate
downstream of DSKAWs Ezd can be obtained from the par-
allel electron momentum equation (80) as follows
Ezd≡Ez|n=nd=γ kzM2z
(
M2z−1
)
H⇒ (e/me) Ezd=−νeffved . (88)
Fig. 4. Distributions of the parallel velocity of electrons vez of
DSKAWs (normalized to vA) with the same θ and Mz as Fig. 2.
Dashed lines represent the electron parallel velocity of SKAWs with
the same θ and Mz as DSKAWs but γ=0.
This indicates that the electron collisional “resistance”
−νeffved can be balanced by the parallel electric field force
−eEzd at the downstream of DSKAWs. In other words, it is
that this parallel electric field drive the electrons to get over
the collisional resistance at the downstream and finally to es-
cape from the downstream with the escaping velocity ved .
With the same parameters θ , γ , and Mz as those in Fig. 2,
Figs. 3 and 4 show the distributions of the parallel electric
field Ez (in units of
√
QvAB0) and electron velocity vez (in
units of vA) in DSKAWs, respectively, where the dashed
lines are the solutions of SKAWs similar to Fig. 2. To com-
pare DSKAWs (the solid lines) with SKAWs (the dashed
lines) in Figs. 2–4 one can find that their local structures have
a similar feature width 1x∼10λe in the direction perpen-
dicular to the background magnetic field. Unlike SKAWs,
however, the symmetry in DSKAWs has been destroyed due
to the dissipative effect, and the waveform of DSKAWs in
the downstream region of η<0 appears to be a train of os-
cillatory waves of decreasing amplitude and converges upon
a new ultimate state when η→−∞. In consequence, a lo-
cal shock-like structure is formed in DSKAWs. In particular,
this shock-like structure of DSKAWs can provide an effec-
tive mechanism to accelerate electrons to the “escaping” ve-
locity ved of the vA order. And the corresponding “escaping”
energy Ued is
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Fig. 5. Background parameter distributions with altitude h: (a) the
plasma number density n0 in cm−3 (where dashed, solid, and dotted
lines indicate m=1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, respectively), (b) the electron
temperature Te in eV, and (c) the Earth magnetic filed B0 in G.
Ued≡ (1/2)mev2ed=
(
M2z−1
)2
M2z A=1n2 (1−1n)−3 A, (89)
where A ≡ mev2A/2 is the electron energy with the Alfve´n
speed. The typical electron escaping energy ranges from one
tenth to tens of A.
5 Auroral electron acceleration by DSKAW
5.1 Aurora plasma parameters
It has long been known that the auroral phenomena are as-
sociated with energetic electrons with energies of 1–10 keV,
which impact the ionosphere (Mcllwain, 1960; Mozer et al.,
1980). The energy distribution of these auroral electrons is
characterized by a precipitous decrease above 10 keV, with-
out a rapid increase towards energies below 4 keV (Bryant,
1981). The tendency for the electron intensities to be higher
at the smaller pitch angles clearly indicates that the accelera-
tion of the auroral electrons is field-aligned one and that the
auroral acceleration region is located at altitudes of ∼5000–
12 000 km (i.e. 0.78–1.88RE) above the auroral ionosphere
(Reiff et al., 1988). Although many plasma processes, e.g.
the “anomalous resistivity” (Papadopoulos, 1977), the “weak
double layer” (Temerin et al., 1982; Bostro¨m et al., 1988;
Mo¨lkki et al., 1993), and the lower-hybrid waves (Bing-
ham et al., 1984), have been invoked in the auroral plasma
physics, our understanding of the microphysics of the au-
rora, especially of the auroral electron acceleration are still
far from complete.
In fact, the field-aligned current carried by the auroral
electrons is a part of the magnetospheric substorm current
system, and therefore the auroral electron acceleration is re-
lated to the storage and release of energy during geomag-
netic activities. In the complex chain of processes leading
from geomagnetic activities to the aurora there must be some
mechanism that transfers energy into the auroral electrons.
In most recent work, Wu and Chao (2003, 2004) suggested
that the DSKAW acceleration for electrons could be a such
mechanism accelerating electrons efficiently to the auroral
energies of keV in the observed auroral acceleration region.
Because of having a parallel electric field it has been pro-
posed by some authors that KAW can probably play an im-
portant role in the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, espe-
cially in the auroral electron acceleration (Hasegawa, 1976;
Goertz and Boswell, 1979; Goertz, 1981; Hui and Seyler,
1992; Kletzing, 1994; Thompson and Lysak, 1996). More
detailed review of these proposals can be found in Stasiewicz
et al. (2000a). Here, we will give a brief review for the ap-
plication of the DSKAW acceleration mechanism presented
in the last section in the aurora electron acceleration (Wu and
Chao, 2003, 2004).
The physics of the DSKAW acceleration mechanism is
closely related to the background plasma parameters such
as the plasma density n0, electron temperature Te, and the
magnetic field B0. Therefore, before discussing the auroral
electron acceleration by the DSKAW mechanism we review
briefly the altitude distribution of the auroral plasma param-
eters in the auroral zone.
There are two ways to calculate the plasma density, the one
is to calculate the ion density and the other is to calculate the
electron density. The ion components in auroral plasma con-
sist of mainly oxygen O+ originating from the ionosphere
and hydrogen H+ originating in the magnetosphere. They
behave at lower altitudes according to the barometric ex-
ponent law and the exospheric power law in the following
forms, respectively, (Thompson and Lysak, 1996)
nO=nIOe−h/hO , (90)
nH=nIH (1+h)−m , (91)
where nIO(H) is the oxygen (hydrogen) density at the iono-
sphere, h is altitude in units of RE , h0 is the scale height
(usually a few hundredths of RE), and m is typically between
1 and 3. Indeed, the electron density measurements of the au-
roral plasma can also be well fitted by the combination of the
functional forms of Eqs. (90) and (91) (Lysak and Hudson,
1987; Kletzing and Torbert, 1994; Wu and Chao, 2004) as
n0=1.38×105e−h/0.06+17h−m (cm−3), (92)
where m is a free parameter that is used to fit the magne-
tospheric plasma density. Figure 5a plots the background
plasma density versus altitudes h above the ionosphere for
m=1.0 (dashed line), 1.5 (solid line), and 2.0 (dotted line),
respectively.
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Although there is little published data to be available
for the background electron temperature, it is generally be-
lieved that the magnetospheric temperature remarkably dif-
fers from that in the ionosphere and that the plasma temper-
ature changes from below 1 eV in the ionosphere up to a few
hundreds of eV in the magnetosphere at altitudes of h∼3–
4RE where the plasma is dominated by the plasma sheet with
temperature of ∼300–600 eV. In recent works, the analysis
based on measurements of temperature up to the highest alti-
tudes measured by S3-3 (Kletzing et al., 1998, 2003) shows
that the temperature does not exceed 10 eV at altitudes below
10 000 km (h∼1.5RE). The majority of the measurements
give a temperature lower than 5 eV at altitudes below 1RE .
Taking the magnetospheric temperature as ∼300 eV, Wu and
Chao (2004) proposed the following formula to model the
temperature profile described by Kletzing et al. (1998, 2003)
Te=100 [1+ tanh(h−2.5)]3/2 eV, (93)
which is shown in Fig. 5b.
In contrast to the density and temperature cases, the back-
ground magnetic field of the auroral plasma is relatively sim-
ple and can be modeled, at least within a few Earths radii, by
the variation of the Earth dipolar field in the following form:
B0=0.6(1+h)−3, (94)
where B0 is in units of G. Fig. 5c shows the variation of the
dipolar background field with altitude.
5.2 Auroral electron acceleration by DSKAW
In the physics of the DSKAW acceleration mechanism the
electron escaping velocity ved in Eq. (87) and energy Ued in
Eq. (89) can be determined by the density amplitude 1n and
the Alfve´n velocity vA (for ved ) or by the electron Alfve´n
energy A (for Ued ), respectively. Based on the models of
the auroral plasma parameters presented in Fig. 5, Figs. 6a
and 6b plot vA (in units of km/s) and A (in units of keV)
versus h, respectively, where the dashed, solid, and dotted
lines in Fig. 6a indicate m=1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, respectively.
From Fig. 6 it can be found that both vA and A have higher
values in the observed acceleration region between 0.78 and
1.88 RE , and reach their maximal values at ∼ 0.8 RE , which
is close to the bottom of the observed acceleration region.
In particular, A is higher than 0.5 keV in the altitude range
from 0.5 to 2.5 RE , which well covers the observed accel-
eration region between 0.78 and 1.88 RE , and reaches its
maximal value of 5.25 keV at the altitude of 0.82 RE . Since
strong DSKAW events with amplitude 1n>50% are rather
rare in the observations the highest energy that the auroral
electrons accelerated by DSKAW can reach is ∼10.5 keV
and they come from the bottom of the acceleration region at
h'0.8RE . We et al. (2004) suggested that this could ex-
plain the observed energy distribution of the auroral elec-
trons, which is characterized by a precipitous decrease above
10 keV (Bryant, 1981), as well as the location of the acceler-
ation occurring between 0.78 and 1.88 RE .
Fig. 6. Plots of the Alfve´n speed vA in km/s (a), energy A in keV
(b), and the speed ratio vA/vTe (c) vs altitudes h. In (a) the dashed,
solid, and dotted lines indicate m=1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, respectively).
On the other hand, the plasma pressure parameter β2Q
(or i.e. vAvTe ) is one of necessary conditions for the for-
mation of DSKAW (Wu, 2003a), especially the higher speed
ratio vA/vTe will lead to the higher accelerating efficiency for
electrons. The distribution vA/vTe with h is shown by Fig. 6c
for m=1.5. From Fig. 6c one can see that in the observed ac-
celeration region the DSKAW acceleration mechanism not
only produces the higher acceleration energy but also has the
higher acceleration efficiency.
Ion acoustic turbulence δET also plays an important role
in the formation of DSKAW (Wu, 2003a; Wahlund et al.,
1994a). To produce efficient “collisional damping”, it is re-
quired that the strength of the turbulent wave δET is consid-
erably higher than its thermal noise level δET 0 (Hasegawa,
1975)
δET 0'0.94×10−2T −1/4e n3/40 mV/m, (95)
where Te in eV and n0 in cm−3. From Eq. (84), to produce
the damping coefficient of γ=0.1 the requisite ion acoustic
turbulent strength δET 1 can be evaluated by
δET 1=
√
γ
ω
kc
2n0Te
0
'5.53n1/40 T 1/2e B1/20 mV/m, (96)
where k'2pi/(10λe) and ω'(1/30)ωci have been assumed
for the typical values of KAW wavenumber and frequency
in the auroral plasma. Figure 7 shows the variation of δET 0
(dashed) and δET 1 (solid) with altitudes. The former indi-
cates the turbulent wave strength that produces an effective
collisional frequency νeff equal to the electron Coulomb col-
lisional frequency νec, and the latter does the strength that
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Fig. 7. Plots of the turbulent electric fields δET 0 (dashed) and δET 1
(solid) in mV/m vs altitudes h.
produces an effective collisional frequency νeff to cause a
damping coefficient γ of 0.1. From Fig. 7, one can see that
δET 1<δET 0 in the ionosphere below ∼0.13RE . This im-
plies that the Coulomb collision can cause a damping coeffi-
cient of γ>0.1 in the ionosphere below 0.13 RE . Above it,
the effective collision by the turbulent wave νeff will quickly
dominate the Coulomb collision νec with the altitude increas-
ing in the magnetosphere. For the auroral plasma above
∼0.3RE , to produce damping coefficient of γ=0.1 the req-
uisite turbulent wave strength δET 1 is well between 5 and
10 mV/m, which is just the range of the observed turbulent
electric fields in the auroral plasma (Wahlund et al., 1994a,
b, 1998; Vaivads et al., 1998). In particular, Fig. 7 shows
that the requisite strength δET 1 reaches its minimal value
(∼5 mV/m) at the bottom of the observed acceleration re-
gion. This indicates that it is this location where the DSKAW
structure can most easily form.
In the DSKAW acceleration mechanism of the auroral
electrons, the widths of the produced auroral arcs can be
estimated by the field-aligned projection of the characteris-
tic width of DSKAW in the acceleration region on the iono-
sphere because the auroral electrons precipitate field-aligned
into the ionosphere. Both theory (Wu, 2003a) and observa-
tion (Chaston et al., 1999) show that the DSKAW width has a
typical value of several of λe. Figure 8 shows the variation of
λe with altitudes h above the ionosphere (solid line), where
the dotted line indicates the filed-aligned projection of λe(h)
on the ionosphere λx0 in the following form
λx0= (1+h)−3/2 λe(h) (97)
and the dashed line represents 10λx0. The observed auroral
arc widths can be expected to be between λx0 and 10λx0,
Fig. 8. Plots of the electron inertial length λe (solid line), its field-
aligned projection on the ionosphere λx0 (dotted line), and 10λx0
(dashed line) in km vs h.
which is typically in the order of ∼ km.
In summary, the above analyses suggest the following sce-
nario for the auroral electron acceleration and the small-scale
auroral arc formation. Nonlinear KAWs, which are produced
by some generators (for instance, shear flows or pressure gra-
dients in the plasma sheet, Borovsky, 1993), propagate into
the auroral zone along the geomagnetic field lines. Then
they dynamically evolve into a train of DSKAWs due to the
kinetic dissipation in the auroral acceleration region where
DSKAWs can most easily form. And these DSKAWs can be
trapped in the auroral electron acceleration region due to the
reflection by the ionosphere or by gradients of the Alfve´n
velocity (Vogt and Haerendel, 1998). When propagating
downwards they accelerate electrons upwards and produce
upgoing energetic electron flows (Boehm et al., 1995) (i.e.
field-aligned currents downwards), and when propagating
upwards they accelerate electrons but downwards and pro-
duce downgoing energetic electron flows (i.e. field-aligned
currents upwards). It is the latter that leads to aurora.
6 Perspectives
The KAW is an extensively interesting topic in space physics
and plasma astrophysics and has been investigated by many
authors from theory, observation, to application. In this
brief review we summarized only our recent work on KAWs,
especially on the theory of their solitary nonlinear struc-
tures, which is not included in the review by Stasiewicz et
al. (2000a). The energization of plasma particles is a com-
mon phenomenon in cosmic plasmas, such as auroral en-
ergetic electrons in geomagnetic substorms, flare energetic
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particles in solar activities, relativistic energetic particles in
active galactic nuclei and other compact objects, and ener-
getic cosmic ray particles permeating through the vast cos-
mic space. Both theory and observation imply that the re-
lease of magnetic energy is probably an initial engine driving
these energizing processes of cosmic plasma particles. On
the other hand, the Alfve´n wave is one of the most predom-
inant electromagnetic fluctuations in these cosmic magneto-
plasmas. In particular, in low-β plasmas such as the auroral
plasma, coronal plasma, accretion disk and jet plasmas KAW
can probably play an important role in these particle ener-
gizing processes because its potential ability to heat (Wu and
Fang, 1999, 2003) and accelerate (Wu and Chao, 2003, 2004)
electrons along the magnetic field lines as well as to heat and
accelerate ions cross the magnetic field lines (Voitenko and
Goossens, 2004).
In recent decade KAW has been an increasingly interesting
topic in space physics and astrophysics and has greatly pro-
gressed for motivating of satellite measurements of KAWs in
the space plasma. FREJA and FAST satellites observations
have clearly shown the existence of KAWs, especially the
nonlinear coherent structures in relation to KAWs. The lat-
ters are consistent with strong electric spikes and are usually
associated with broadband electrostatic activities at higher
frequencies and shorter scales. In particular, these obser-
vations of KAWs in the auroral plasma and their probable
relation with the auroral electron acceleration process pro-
vide us a “natural laboratory” to study in detail the role of
KAWs in energization phenomena of plasma particles that
can be encountered frequently in cosmic plasmas. Indeed,
the experimental results from this “natural laboratory” have
motivated theorists to formulate models to explain physical
properties of linear and nonlinear KAWs including their ex-
citation and generation mechanisms, steady structures, dissi-
pative processes, and dynamical evolutions.
It has been noted that the dissipation of KAWs strongly
depends on background plasma parameters, especially the
plasma β parameter. When β∼ the mass ratio of electron to
ion me/mi KAW is strongly dissipated by the electron Lan-
dau damping due to the thermal electron resonance. And
this leads to efficient electron heating (Wu and Fang, 1999,
2003). For the cases of βme/mi or me/mi , nonlinear
coherent structures of KAWs, such as SKAW and DSKAW,
can probably be developed due to the combination of dis-
persion, nonlinear steepening, and weak dissipation. Both
observations based on the in situ satellite measurements in
the space plasma and theories based on the ion drift approxi-
mation have shown the existence of these nonlinear coherent
structures.
We also noted some arguments on the existence of 1D
SKAWs (Seyler and Lysak, 1999; Shukla and Stenflo, 2000),
which is caused by that the inclusion of the nonlinear advec-
tion term in the ion polarization drift puts a question mark
to the 1D SKAWs. This nonlinear advection term originates
from the carrier acceleration in the fluid equation. It, how-
ever, is not proper to derive the ion drift velocity from the
fluid equation because the fluid description is invalid when
wavelength is comparable with the microscopic kinematic
scales of plasma particles, such as the electron inertial length
or the ion acoustic gyroradius in the case of KAWs. Instead
of the fluid equation, which is valid only for phenomena in
scales much larger than the microscopic kinematic scales of
particles, the ion drift velocity should be derived from the
single particle equation. In the single particle description,
the nonlinear advection term originating from the fluid car-
rier acceleration will not present in the ion polarization drift.
In an inhomogeneous plasma, the coupling of KAWs with
the inhomogeniety of plasma density and temperature, flow
velocity, and magnetic field can greatly richen the physics
of KAWs. This can produce many complex and interest-
ing nonlinear coherent structures (for instance, monopoles,
dipole vortices, and vortex streets) and cause their nonlin-
ear dynamical evolution with their propagating through the
inhomogeneous plasma. Our understanding of the physics
of these more complex structures and their dynamical evo-
lution is still in its infancy. We believe that the combination
among more refined theoretical model, further data analy-
sis, and power numerical simulation will help to improve our
comprehension of them.
Besides the creation of localized nonlinear coherent struc-
tures, the interplay between dispersion and nonlinearity of
KAWs can lead to spectral transport and development of
turbulence in KAWs. Turbulent spectra of KAWs have
been identified in the auroral zones by Freja (Stasiewicz
et al., 2000b) and in the magnetopause boundary by Polar
(Stasiewicz et al., 2001). Voitenko (1998) has investigated a
nonlinear interaction among KAWs and generation of KAW
turbulence induced by the three-wave resonant couplings.
Another nonlinear KAW evolution has also been proposed
by Onischenko et al. (2004), where the decay of KAWs into
KAW sidebands and convective cells is considered. Both
above studies suggest an inverse cascade in the KAW tur-
bulence. The relationship between the developed KAW tur-
bulence and the energizing activity of plasma particles and
waves also is one of interesting topics to study in future.
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